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editorial:
Our first year at N.I.S has finally come to a close and we have a lot
to thank God for. The year has seen the growth and development
of our school by leaps and bounds in terms of structural and
technological development and of course student population. The
implementation of the school portal has been very significant in the
sense that it has given us a feel of the E- Learning system. We are
getting the hang of it and loving every minute of it. Communication
is much easier, faster and what’s more we can actually teach and
learn from anywhere and any time! A student who may be absent
from school need not worry because all they need to do is log
onto the portal and bingo they can access what they missed out !
One of our greatest achievements this term was the completion and
equipping of the Science Laboratories by SEPU and to crown it all
they were commissioned by officials from the Ministry of Education
in a handing over ceremony presided over by the Director of Education. So our candidates actually got to use them for their practical
exams. It’s been a long wait but we got there all the same. Thank
you parents and students for your patience and support.
The student population has also grown from about 40 students
to 90. I am reminded of what two Grade 10 boys remarked during the
First Term, “wait and see, we’ll be bursting at the seams someday
soon” That was a self fulfilling prophecy! We have had to split the
Grade 10’s into two classes to enhance effective teaching and learning especially in the compulsory subjects like Math and English.
What we can’t get over is the air of optimism at N.I.S. We are keeping
the faith.
The Grade 9’s got to make their subject choices in the recent past.
This was done after two Options Meetings held with parents and
students. The various Department Heads gave a general overview of
the subjects offered in their department and this was followed by
the subject teacher’s presentation on their subjects and the possible career choices. I would like to thank the parents and students
for taking keen interest and participating in this very important exercise.
Our first group of ‘O’ and ‘A’ Level also sat their exams. The process
went on smoothly without any hitches. Thank you to the students
who did their level best to provide an atmosphere conducive for
examinations, the invigilators and last but not least the Examinations Officer. We hope that their results will do us proud and we
wish the ‘A’ levels all the best in all their future endeavors. We
will miss them!

PARENTS’ CORNER:
PARENTS’ WORKSHOP ON HOW TO HANDLE
TEENAGERS
On Saturday 13th June N.I.S hosted a
workshop conducted by Carmen Ongweno and mastermind ‘international’ on
how to handle teenagers. The workshop
which kicked off at 3.00 p.m was well attended by N.I.S parents as well as parents from other schools. That’s how
important it was.
It gave parents an insight into their
teenagers minds and it’s interesting
may be even alarming how differently
we think! As parents we tend to operate like we were never teenagers’ and
don’t stop to empathize with our
children. What we label as indiscipline
or defiance could actually be a cry
for help or attention from your child.
We are too often busy running around
trying to make ends meet for the sake
of our children. But hey, slow down!
How much time do you spend in a day
just talking with (not talking at) your
children? Do you know your children’s
friends? The kind of movies they watch?
The kind of music they listen to? The
joints they hang out? IN OTHER WORDS,
HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR CHILD?

not work for another. You are probably wondering so what next? The first
step is to invest in your children, start
spending more time with them,
recognize their existence, appreciate them and of course attend more
of such workshops to hear and share
experiences with other parents! It will
amaze you at how little gestures will
greatly improve your relationship with
your children.

by Ms Anne Akatsa

There is no manual for raising children
because what works for one child will

ReFLections:
Reflection sessions have been held every Thursday and have been a much
enjoyed part of the week as students have an opportunity to express
themselves and share freely on issues affecting them in their day to day
life, both in school and social spheres. The beauty of these sessions is
that practical solutions to these issues are sought by the students
themselves with guidance from the teachers making it as pragmatic as
can be.
It is always a joy to see the students come up with solutions to some of
the vital issues affecting them because in that way, guiding them becomes
a lot easier because we work with suggestions from them.
These sessions on the other hand help strengthen the bond in the NIS
community, know our students better and build trust which is very essential in dealing with our youth and getting feedback.
Among the many topics addressed include: Self esteem, Goal setting, the
power of prayer, deviancy and healthy relationships.
by Ms Doritah.

NEWS FROM THE GYMNASIUM:
It has been a bit of an anti-climax after the basket ball season in the
sporting fortunes of NIS. This term the
games were Soccer for boys and Net
ball for girls.
The fixtures started with wins in both
boys and girls’ under 15 categories,
which was very encouraging. The boys
posted a win against St Christopher
in the under 15 category and the girls
complimenting them with a win against
Rusinga after trailing 12 – 2 at the
break of their encounter to win 15 – 12
at full time. After these encounters,
the teams performances headed south
against Oshwal and Premier thus shutting us out of the knock out stages.
This being our maiden appearance, our
performance though nothing to “write
about” can only improve with the participants realizing there is work to be
done to bring our disciplines to the
quality level of basketball.
Our open soccer team did however do
fairly well, by beating St Austin’s, Aga
Khan Academy and St Christopher to
qualify for the semis of the open category in their pool. They, unfortunately, lost to St Christopher in a penalty
shoot out.
this term also saw NIS’s first ever representation in one of the national team
with Pavan Mehta (Gd 12) going to kuwait to play waterpolo in the 2nd fina
world mens waterpolo development
trophy. this was his 2nd time as he had
also represented kenya in the 1st edition of the tournament.

the basketball team also went further
and did us proud by winning the last
tournament of the season hosted by
hope centre. we hope they continue to
excel and make us proud.

The basketball team was also paid a
vist by perviz ellison an nba player
who trained with the team and showed
them some tricks of the trade.
With our field under construction, we
look forward to next term and the future where budding talent will be well
tapped and improved.
The silver lining again, was the Hope
center basket ball tournament where
our team won the overall trophy.
Next terms games:
.Beginning of swimming season
.Girls: Basketball and Rounder’s
.Boys: Cricket

BY P.E DEPARTMENT

PAINTBALL FOR SENIORS:
With adrenaline rushing, hearts racing, sweaty palms, and bullets whizzing past, Grade 12s set forth to conquer Grade 13s in the ultimate test
of strength, wit and tactics, paintball. Faced with a war like situation
where being shot would risk giving the advantage to the other team, survival instincts kicked in and everyone was poised ready to attack once
the whistle had gone.
What began as a bus full of friends, joking and teasing each other as
they made their way to the Kitengela Polo Club, situated at the edge of
a beautiful and picturesque gorge around the Nairobi National Park, soon
turned into a feud as each team tried to outwit and outplay each other.
Paintball is a strategic game like any other; only now everyone is armed
with a firearm that unleashes small rubber balls filled with paint. As
we all know, being shot is a painful experience and paintball being no exception. The game can be played in two ways: capture the flag or massacre. Capture the flag, is where either team has to get the flag and successfully place it in their opponents home base and should the person
carrying the flag get shot, they must drop the flag and leave the field
of play for one minute. Massacre is quite simpler, where teams simply
have to avoid being shot, and the team that has been least wins. Although
less strategic and more painful, massacre seems to be more fun, but for
our own safety we decided to play capture the flag.
After what seemed like an eternity of ducking and shooting, Grade 12’s
emerged victorious. But the victory was short lived as the inviting aroma
of sumptuous food beckoned our groaning stomachs back to the hotel
for lunch. The lunch was a well-cooked meal and everyone enjoyed but
what was more enjoyable was the relaxing ambience of the hotel.
Perfectly designed with a lot of African influence, the hotel had a serene and peaceful environment and was surprisingly high - tech with its
own iPod docking station and selection of very good music. We spent the
rest of the afternoon reveling in the perfect weather and tranquil milieu of Kitengela Polo Club.

by pavan mehta (gd 12)

GRADUATING CLASS
OF 2009:
They were a small class, but they did
make a BIG impact on the whole school
and contributed significantly to the
school community. They were all hardworking, co-operative, sociable, fun,
energetic - especially the girls! We will
miss them all dearly. They were a unique
class. No cliques. No conflicts. Something very rare to find, and they were
together through everything. Hopefully
the next year and years will follow in
their footsteps!
TEACHERS’THOUGHTS ON THEIR STUDENTS:
“It’s been fun, they have been the best
class possible we’ve had our disagreements but we’ve always reached a compromise. They are the best class to
have and I’m gonna miss them. All the
best!” - Ms Ombeta
“There’s so much to say about [my Literature students], Manaal, Joseph, Lenous
and Austin. Maybe I can describe them in
four sentences. I’ll start with the lady,
Manaal. I’d describe [her] as a cheeky
girl but very pleasant and very intelligent when she decides to be (laughing)
and, I’ve seen her grow. When she needs
to be serious She can do a really good
job and I know she’s going to do really
well in those exams. I move to Joseph
[he] is a clam, quiet and polite boy. He is
the kind of guy who even if he makes a
mistake you won’t want to yell at him
because he’s so calm otherwise, he is
also very intelligent, has got brilliant
ideas, looks at matters at
“I’ve seen Lenous grow. When I look back
to the first time I taught him, there’s
a big difference, he’s more outgoing, he
has improved all round Austin has been
wonderful, intelligent and funny and
will surely perform well. My final message is, I wish you all the best, I pray
that you get all the desires of your
heart put God first...the sky is the limit
there‘s a lot in the world out there so
be wise in your choices” - Ms Akatsa
“Hey Collins, hey Manaal! Wishing you all
the best because this is it. All ready to
step into the big blue marble keep your
heads up
, it’s been good having you Collins ! Manaal, keep smiling. I do hope you
end up playing for Barcelona, I know
how much you love soccer.” - Mr. Mwatsahu
“Susan, Joseph, Karthik, Robin, arnold,
Jilna all worked hard they did their

exams well. One interesting thing about
Karthik is, he didn’t give his textbook
to his puppy to eat I hope for them a
bright future ahead.” - Mr. Gee
“I started with Karthik this year, it has
been good. He is determined and he is
capable of making it at the end considering how much work he’d put in, in his
studies. Arnold came almost towards
the end, and I really appreciated his efforts and he is enthusiastic about his
work. They are able to meet their goals
positively and I wish them the best. “ Mr. Odeka
“Manaal, Jilna and Collins, you were a
lot I liked teaching and I enjoyed the
times that we shared. All I can say to
you is go out and dream and achieve
what you dream. It was interesting
teaching Karthik [economics] remember
what we said, go out there and achieve
your dreams. I wish you all the best, all
of you and God bless you.” - Mr.
Wangosho
“This was a fantastic little class, I enjoyed my time with you Lenous bringing out his sense of humour. I’m going to
miss them but as you leave, I’m wishing
you all the best and remember confidence, as I’ve always said, is important
and mandatory in your interactions with
other people. Always continue with the
hard work.” - Ms. Dorita
“I just want to give a big, big, big asante
to Jilna for all the tremendous effort
she put in her work, her dedication to
it clocking out the hours from seven
on the morning right up to seven in the
evening, including Sundays which is not
very easy. I’m very happy that she managed and I’m glad that I got to teach a
student of Jilna’s calibre. She is very
friendly, cheerful and I want to wish
her the best in all her future endeavours. Keep smiling.” - Mr. Bansal

by beverly.m.ochieng (gd 12)

Prom Night....a
night of
nights....
On the 27th of June, NIS held
its first Prom at Nairobi Safari
Club, Lilian Towers and it
was a night that is unlikely to
be forgotten! After many
weeks of planning and hard
work, the day finally arrived
and the Prom committees work
was definitely not in vain!!!
The night started off with the arrival of the many guests and that
is one of the best parts of prom!!
Watching people arrive and analyzing what they are wearing is a long
old tradition of proms and we at
NIS did not disappoint. Everyone especially the ladies brought the
house down!!! And we’re not only
talking about students!!! The lady
teachers were dressed beautifully and the gents looked dashing in
their suits. Students such as Susan
(Yr 13) and Raabia (Yr 12) also looked
amazing!!
And of course what’s a farewell
party without a few speeches
and tears? Mrs. Lee gave a speech
about the Yr 13’s and each received
a token from her. It got very emotional . . . Mrs. Lee was in tears and
I’m pretty sure the Yr 13’s were too.
Mrs. Lee wasn’t the only one who
gave a speech, Robin Njenga from
the graduating class of Yr 13 also
gave a touching vote of thanks. her
words touched everyone’s hearts
and we’re surely going to miss her,
along with the rest.
Other than emotional time, the
night was also filled with good
food, good music and good company!!!
Teachers let their hair down and
everyone that belongs to the NIS
family all got together to have an
awesome night!!!
The night was also filled with excitement over who would win the
Raffle, couple of the night, Prom
king and Prom Queen!!!

The raffle had 3 grand prizes and
our own Kingsley won a dinner at
NUppu’s SIZZLERS restaurant and
the other raffle prizes (dinner at
Norfolk hotel and 2 nights at one
of the Sarova hotels in Mombasa)
went to two winners outside NIS!!!
The couple of the night was Robin
and her date Simon, whilst the Prom
King was Arnold Opindi from Yr 13
and the Prom Queen was Susan Makena also from Yr 13!!!
It was a great night and we thank
everyone who made it happen!!!
Hopefully this will be a tradition
that will always live on in NIS!!!!
by sanaa jabeen (gd 12)

voices and words:
Crash
Whirling and spinning.
She’s watching her world tilt.
Colors swim together,
eyes glaze over,
her heart pounds.
Each pulse more rapid than before.
She’s never content.
Never really finished.
This girl just can’t get enough.
She uses,
abuses.
Keep going until you’ve hit the
floor.
“I’m falling! I’m falling!” she screams.
On top of the world,
at least for tonight.
Her reality has been bent.
Stumbling and slurring.
She’s reached her precious high.
Gone from her body,
above all,
watching this scene unfold.
Slow motion,
frame by frame.
The girl can barely breathe,
her body laying motionless on the
ground.
Smiling and laughing.
As people, her “friends”, step over
her like trash.
To them she’s just another score,
a cheap hit.
Next to nothing.
One more drink will banish the insecurities.
One more smoke will help her go on.
These crashes are all the same.
Filled with the all too familiar,
“one more”.
So she does it,
fills her withered body with the
poison.
And suddenly everything stops,
fades to black and disappears.
The girl’s had her final hit,
her final high,
she’s crashed.
Finally finished.
Forever.
by amina (gd 10)

My superwoman
She makes me look at life from a positive angle,
Her hugs always give me that assuring
tingle,
She’s frozen me at times by saying
“no!”
I’d get mad, cause a scene then she’d
eventually allow me to go.
When I’m down she dries my tears,
Lifts up my spirits so that I look forward to the coming years.
Now I’m growing up
, getting ready for
the world,
But I’m still her little girl, she still
covers me up when it’s cold
I’ve always been a hard headed kid
Doing this and that, but to her I only
do good deeds
When I see her I see a beautiful dove
All she’s done for me is all out of
love
She wants the best for me so that I
don’t end up a pauper
But what she doesn’t know is that I
want to be just like her
She’s my best friend, my elder sister,
my superwoman, MY MOTHER.

by nicole
maloba (gd 10)

The Green Page
The Water Crisis
97%of the Earth’s surface is
covered by water, and of this percentage, less than 1% is fit for human consumption and utilization. A
significantly low amount, in a world
experiencing an exponential rise
in its total population, especially
in the developing nations thus increasing the need for availability of water. Yet, day in day out, we
continue to pollute and inappropriately use the minimum sources of
water forgetting that, water is the
most important resource for every living thing on this planet. We,
as humans, are made of 70% water.
A large figure indeed….and every one
of us requires this amount, in order
to live.
With the increase in population levels and the ongoing Global
Climatic change, our sources of water are quickly depleting. Precipitation levels are falling. Water bodies are disappearing. Good examples
that have been noted in the recent
years include Lake Chad and the
Aral Sea. There has been significant
rises in sea levels but it has done
harm and no good.
So what do we do? For starters, use water in small quantities.
Recycling of water is a practice
that can be taken up….for instance
you’ve washed your clothes, the
same water can be stored away and
used to wash your house or the
car! Shortening the shower head
also conserves water because it
reduces the amount of water having to come down from the shower
head to the body. Reducing the size
of the tank that hold the water
for flushing the toilet and increasing pressure will efficiently reduce the water used. We never realize just how much clean water is
wasted when we flush the toilet.
About 20 litres goes down every
flush and on average, we use the
toilet about three times a day. That
is 60 litres of water gone. A whole
world population that does this
every single day!

Over three million people in
the Sub-Saharan region of Africa
lack this basic need. Women have
to travel hundreds of kilometres
in search of this precious commodity while those of us who have the
privilege of having it, misuse it. So
next time, close the tap if you’re
not using it. Close the shower if
you’re not using it. Collect every
drop. Recycle. Anything. Use only
what you need. It may not do much
for those who do not have, but for
heaven’s sake, do not waste what it
is you have.
by tree hugger (gd ??)

F.Y.I - FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
EATING OUT:
Dear readers I would like to start by
emphasizing that the information I am
about to provide you with is of grave
importance for the well being of
your beloved TASTE BUDS! All those
who live to eat or are sensitive when
it comes to flavours or just want
value for their money will know what
I am talking about!
It all started on a Saturday when
a regular group of friends after a
long morning of hard work at Junction decided to take a break and have
lunch! They all decide on Wimpy as
they were broke and thought Java to
be too expensive (the most retarded
decision they could have made!).They
all ordered the burger combos and
were looking forward to a delicious
juicy burger with a perfectly cooked
meat patty sitting on an adequate
sheet of cheese and tomatoes resting on a soft- dry bun, the type that
would cause a whirlpool of flavours
in your mouth (the price certainly
suggested that is what the burger
would be like)! To complete the meal,
golden fries that are crispy enough
with creamy coleslaw but did they
get it? NO! When the food arrived the
burgers seemed anorexic with the
bottom buns soaked wet and well
the chips were worse than anorexic
they were bones with no fleshy meat
on them and the coleslaw seemed to
have been the cause of the wet buns
as it was not creamy enough! The
burgers generally did not have the
“oomph” that is required to satisfy
the taste buds!
The poor fellows called the waiter
and asked him to change the lower
buns as it would be plain disgusting
to have to eat a burger that’s wet!
It ended up in an argument where
the waiter seemed to be accusing the coleslaw of making the buns
moist! Well in the end at least they

changed the buns on seeing the crazy
hippie that had also ordered a combo
getting aggressive!
Guess what the group of friends
found out later after their taste
buds had been traumatized that Java’s burgers are not only scrumptious but approximately the same
price as that of Wimpy!
So take this warning seriously for
the sake of food!
By Raabia Bashir (gd 12)

photo spread!!!!!!!!!!!!!

COMING UP SOON:
BARBEQUE day
We intend to wind up the year in
style! Yup! You guessed right . . . a
barbeque lunch after the parent
teacher consultation where hopefully the students will not get
roasted!!! That will be on Friday the
3rd of July. There will be lots of
meat of course, music, dance and a
host of other activities. Come one,
come all!!!!!
CAREERS
WORK EXPERIENCE
During the vacation our Grade 10’s
upwards will be exposed to a work
experience program that is being
organized by the Careers Department. This is a program where students are placed to work voluntarily in different labour markets
depending on interests and talents.
This gives them exposure and a feel
of what is expected of them in different working environments. This
will be a two week program which
will definitely enrich our students
and give them a feel of the world
of work.
by Ms Ombeta
HOLIDAY CLASSES
These will be for the ‘O’ and ‘A’ Level classes and will run for the
first couple of weeks. This will
enable those students sitting the
Oct/Nov exams to complete their
syllabuses and embark on thorough revision. Please note that attendance is compulsory.

arrangements this development has
not gone down well at all. However, the itinerary has been readjusted and the silver lining is that we
are hoping we will have an opportunity to spend a few days in Turkey
(Istanbul) on our way to the states
as basketball fixtures with Manhattanville and Maryland are still
on. Our swimmers will also have an
opportunity to enter a swim meet
and attend coaching sessions with
the college teams (arrangements
are underway). Travel dates have
also been revised to depart on 2nd
August and return on 17th of the
same month. All those travelling
will be furnished with further details well before the date of travel. I do hope the swine flu will not
knock the stuffing out of the trip .
BY amir mwatsahu
we at the editorial team wish
you a very happy cold summer
holidays!!!!Remember to come back to
school!!!

tribute to michael joseph
jackson!!!
1958 - 2009
the king
of pop!!!!!
we will
miss u

U.S TRIP
The never ending Summer Holidays
loom on the brow of the term and
everybody asking “So, What’s on
for the holidays?” Initially, “Cleveland Ohio and the World school
games” would have been the natural retort, however, the best laid
plans of mice and men..due to the
swine flu the organizers had to
cancel after a lot of participants
expressed their concerns on the
safety of the event.
With all the enthusiasm and prior
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